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This report of the Participation Review is a result of an iterative process which took over a year. We would like to thank the twelve members of IIED staff who discussed their projects with us: Andy Catley, Barry Dalal-Clayton, Oliver Dubois, Maryanne Grieg-Gran, Bara Gueye, Ced Hesse, James Mayers, Diana Mitlin, Michel Pimbert, Dilys Roe, Krystyna Swiderska and Cecelia Tacoli. We are grateful to everyone in IIED who contributed their time and attended meetings to discuss the Review. Special thanks are due to Steve Bass, Nigel Cross, Michel Pimbert and John Thomson who provided us with advice and support throughout the process. Finally, thanks to Simon Ferrigno, who coordinated the production process and David Lewis, as the only ‘outsider’ who commented on an earlier draft of this report.

The Review was an enjoyable piece of work and allowed us to learn much more about IIED’s projects and working methods, across the different programmes. Although the Review is primarily aimed at internal learning, we think it provides some general lessons for organisations which try and use participatory approaches and methods. In particular, it illustrates the complexities involved in ‘practising what we preach’ and reminds us how difficult it is to keep to the values that underpin ‘participation’ in a demanding and competitive environment.

Our key finding and recommendations, which are elaborated in the final section of this report, cover the following areas:

• The need to be clearer about the concept of participation and more specific about who participates, in what, how and to what end
IIED has been involved in developing participatory approaches to research and development for over ten years and its contribution is recognised internationally. Its work has been integral to the development of participatory methodologies and it has had an important role in information dissemination and advocacy for more participatory forms of natural resource management and urban development. IIED’s best selling publication is *A Trainer’s Guide to Participatory Learning and Action*. PLA Notes, which acts as a vehicle for international exchange on participatory methods, continues to meet an important demand from practitioners.

Participatory approaches and methods have become more widespread, with the result that conceptual and methodological problems and issues have inevitably arisen through this process. The term ‘participation’ is now used by a range of development institutions with differing objectives, values and approaches, which has made its use and application even more diverse. This review presents an opportunity for IIED staff to assess, drawing from a range of on-going work in IIED projects, whether we can still think of IIED in terms of being a ‘centre of excellence for participatory approaches and processes’. Over and above this question, the Review aims to promote staff learning from the experience of 12 selected projects, from the perspective of good practice in participatory approaches and methods, and examine how this can be drawn upon to further the impact and success of future IIED activities.

The idea for this Participation Review arose out of a proposal to have an ‘Internal Learning Group’ on participation, for which a concept note was developed and approved by the Programme Strategy Group. However, attendance at a meeting called to form the group and select activities was low. Learning entails reflection on past experience and a willingness to confront and deal with problems and weaknesses. It requires time, resources and a commitment to staff development. In many ways, learning processes within organisations can run counter to incentive structures, which usually provide rewards for ‘quality products’ but which may obscure the quality of processes. It requires a degree of courage and a commitment to democratic values on the part of an organisation to carry out a review of this sort, which focuses on process and identifies shortcomings as well as celebrating successes. As reviewers, we feel that the publication of this report is a testimony to the willingness of IIED to expose its weaknesses as well its strengths, and we hope that it will encourage other similar organisations to do the same. We also hope that the report contributes to making us more transparent to our partners.

Nazneen Kanji
Laura Greenwood

October 2001
was limited. Given the pressures on staff time, it was decided to give the endeavour one practical focus, this Review, to promote internal learning. The Natural Resources Project, funded by SIDA, provided the context and resources to take this work forward. Within the NR project, developing a learning process was seen as the first step to developing an IIED NR strategy and several learning themes were identified, including participation. Additional funds were provided by the DANIDA/SIDA Capacity Exchange Initiative, which made it possible to include projects from all programmes within IIED, carry out a more extensive Review and enable greater involvement of staff in the process and recommendations.

As a first step, a ‘driver’ was identified, Nazneen Kanji (recently recruited SARL Research Associate), who worked in collaboration with Laura Greenwood (Editor of PLA Notes). At the concept note stage, two areas of focus for the Review were suggested: one was ‘external’ – a range of research projects using participatory approaches and methods, and the other was ‘internal’ – looking at participation in IIED’s organisational procedures and culture. In the one meeting convened, staff were interested in both. However, it was decided with senior management to restrict the participation review to the use of participatory tools and methods in research projects. Other groups and reviews were going to address the internal issues (Monitoring and Evaluation Group, Management Review). In addition, issues arising with partners in collaborative research are being addressed in current work on a Code of Conduct for Collaborative Research. Although we did not address internal organisational issues of participation, it was impossible not to talk about the relationship between IIED researchers and partners. Indeed, this is the relationship that preoccupies staff on a daily basis and participatory methods with research subjects are quite often promoted and assessed at a distance. This relates to IIED’s positioning in the collaborative research cycle where IIED staff usually only facilitate research partners to carry out fieldwork. In sum, while this Review centres on the use of participatory methods and tools used in the various projects, it also includes a discussion of IIED-partner relationships, both against a background of current shifts and debates on participation.

This section outlines the steps taken to organise this Review, as well as the approach and methods developed to carry it out. It deliberately includes the problems we faced in organising the work, in an Institute where people face numerous demands and time pressures, in common with many similar organisations.

Our initial idea was to have a focal person in each programme who could, with their group, select two projects for review and be a key contact throughout the Review process. The criteria for project selection were:

- Uses participatory approaches and methods or has a research focus on participation
- Provides interesting lessons on participation

This approach was not successful with little feedback from staff to several e-mail messages. It was therefore decided to change the strategy. With John Thompson’s support (SARL Programme Director who has long worked on participation), projects were selected from each programme, with an attempt to get a spread of those working at different levels. This then produced reactions from programmes, some of which changed the selection. Although programmes were asked to consider choosing one more ‘successful’ project and one more problematic, ‘failures’ may have been omitted in the effort to contribute to good practice. The final selection is given in the table below. Appendix 1 contains project summaries and contacts.
capacity building and institutionalisation. Similarly, the Human Settlements programme’s work on Housing Finance has a research component, a servicing/capacity building role for the network Shack Dwellers International and an information component through HiFi News, its regular publication/newsletter. ‘Projects’ which focus on information include the regular production of PLA Notes, the Gatekeeper series, Haramata and the journal Environment and Urbanization. It has not been possible to include publications in this Review, as it would have entailed the development of a different methodology.

We will return to these four categories when we discuss the methods and tools used in projects, since participatory methods include, but go beyond, Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) for projects at different levels.

A semi-structured interview guide (Appendix 2) was prepared for a key member of staff involved in each project. It consisted of a series of open questions as well as an exercise to map levels of participation among research partners and subjects according to a typology of participation. The typology was based on earlier work within IIED (Pretty, Guijt, Thompson, Scoones 1995) and on work by Andrea Cornwall at IDS which, in turn, draws on Arnstein’s Ladder of Participation (1971). The types of participation range from:

- ‘compliance’ where tasks with incentives are assigned but the agenda and process is directed by outsiders
- ‘consultation’ where local opinions are sought, outsiders analyse and decide the course of action
- ‘cooperation’ where local people work with outsiders to determine priorities; the responsibility to direct the process lies with outsiders
- ‘co-learning’ where local people and outsiders share knowledge, create new understanding and work together to form action plans
- ‘collective action’ where local people set their own agenda and mobilise to carry it out in the absence of outsiders

The typology was used to map the participation of research partners and research subjects in the research cycle1. The tool had to be used for single case studies rather than whole projects, as well as having been used for multi-country research projects.

This mapping tool had its limitations:

- It could not usually be used to map the participation of research subjects since IIED staff are usually at some distance from this process.
- It mapped participation at set points and therefore could not take into account other points nor of the process.

In general terms, the fact that certain projects were selected obviously limits the Review somewhat. In particular, it gives the analysis a project focus that reflects the subject of analysis rather

---

1 For a useful set of principles uniting different approaches to participation, see Appendix 3

---

Table 1: Selection of Projects for the Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy and policy processes</th>
<th>Projects using participatory approaches and methods</th>
<th>Projects with a focus on participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Strategies for Sustainable Development (NSSD)</td>
<td>Access to Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge Protection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy That Works for Forests and People (PTW)</td>
<td>Evaluating Eden – Community Wildlife Management (CWM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural – Urban Linkages</td>
<td>Institutionalisng Participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing Finance</td>
<td>Méthode Active de Recherche et de Planification Participative (MARP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Management of Common Property Resources in the Sahel</td>
<td>AFRICAP: 4Rs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Institutional focus

Methodological focus

Participatory Approaches to Veterinary Epidemiology (PAVE)  
Hidden Harvest

These categories are not mutually exclusive and many projects work across levels. However, the primary focus of the project was used for differentiation.

Another important point to make is that most projects reviewed not only have a research focus but also include information/communication or institutional development. Others have a key objective of promoting ‘stakeholder engagement’ and coalition building. They tend to have elements of the four overlapping platforms or ‘methodologies’, which the IIED strategy for 2001-2002 identifies as critical for achieving our institutional objectives:

- Research
- Information/communications
- Stakeholder engagement
- Institutional development/capacity services

Although most of the projects selected are research-oriented, the NSSD project is one that focuses on stakeholder engagement for integrated policy development while MARP’s focus is direct
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3. Conceptual shifts and debates

3.1 The different interpretations of participation

The dictionary definition of participation is simply to have a part or a share in something. The range of current definitions has evolved in development thinking since the 1970s. As an earlier in-house presentation on Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation (Abbot and Guijt, 1999) points out, definitions of participation range from assisting people to exercise their democratic rights to a means of obtaining views from different stakeholders. The former definition tends to refer to a process where less powerful groups in society are involved in decision-making at different levels. It tends to be associated with the aim of ‘empowerment’ to transform society and achieve a more equitable access to and distribution of resources. In this view, participation has a strong normative claim; it can be seen as a basic human right and an end in itself. On the other hand, the latter definition refers to a set of methods and tools to elicit views of different stakeholders. The arguments in favour of such stakeholder involvement are that it leads to more effective interventions, since it takes different views into account and builds a broader, more inclusive platform for action.

In the view of one member of staff, some IIED programmes have emphasised the development of methodologies since the early 1990s while others have been more concerned with policy processes and institutional arrangements for transparency and accountability – which are closely associated with the current focus on governance and citizenship rights as a central issue for poverty reduction and sustainable development. Certainly, IIED staff and projects reflect a range than the totality of IIED’s work. For example, IIED’s regular publications involve a very different kind of participation from the activities considered here, but they are an important part of what we bring to long-term collaborative partnerships. Despite these constraints, the Review does provide an overview of staff perceptions of the type of participation taking place at particular points in their research projects.

This report is based on the information collected using the above methods, but also includes an overview of definitions and debates around participation. It begins by discussing some of the wider issues and questions that provide the context for this participation review. It moves on to provide a critical appraisal of IIED’s experience with the use of participatory approaches and methods. In the approach we have taken to the Review, which has involved interviews and discussions with staff, we hope to promote some reflection and learning on both conceptual and methodological aspects of participation for us all.

This document has been prepared with two phases of internal consultation. Firstly, it incorporates feedback from staff interviewed on the findings and their suggested recommendations on how we can address current problems and challenges. Secondly, it includes feedback from an IIED-wide meeting held to discuss the report.
of interpretations and areas of focus regarding participation. For example, the Institutionalising Participation project, by its very objectives, is more concerned with governance issues; the NSSD project is more concerned with involving a wider range of stakeholders to build ownership of policies so that they will be implemented at national and international levels. Projects such as PAVE are specifically concerned with innovative methodologies and bringing together scientific and local knowledge.

3.2 Trends in ‘participatory development’

Jo Abbot and Irena Guijt provided an overview of chronological shifts in their in-house training in 1999. They characterise these shifts as beginning with a recognition of the need for participation in the 1970s and early 1980s to a ‘boom period’ in the 1980s and early 1990s. Since then, we have seen an era of ‘must have’ participation and towards the end of the 1990s into this decade, a set of paradoxes and new challenges have emerged.

The main phases can be characterised as follows:

- **The need for participation.** The frustration over ineffective ‘expert’ research and planning in the 1970s/early 1980s led to a search for alternative methods for data collection and planning which incorporated local people’s perspectives, skills and priorities. The overview recognises a parallel process of politically driven and poverty focused activism with the development of principles to guide empowerment for poverty reduction.

- **The boom period of the 1980s/early 1990s,** particularly in methods for ‘Participatory Rural Appraisal’ (PRA). There was much experimentation with new methods and principles, which created a bewildering array of approaches and acronyms. The focus was on understanding insider/local knowledge as a balance to the dominance of outsider/western scientific knowledge.

- **The participation imperative of the 1990s,** with participation becoming the new normative practice, lots of ‘manuals’ and participation as a conditionality for funding.

- **Emerging paradoxes** towards the end of the 1990s with standardised approaches contradicting original aims for flexible and context-specific approaches. A more technical rather than empowerment-oriented use of methods with superficial knowledge of empowerment principles emerged.

This brief synopsis may be usefully complemented by a recent paper on participation (Cornwall, 2000), which attempts to link the shifts in perspective with changes in wider approaches to development. In the 1970s, participation was associated with a basic needs approach to development which signalled a shift from top-down, technocratic and economistic interventions towards popular involvement, human resources and basic human needs as critical to development processes. The full range of arguments for participation was explored at this time including efficiency and effectiveness, self-determination and mutual learning. As Cornwall argues, some of the definitions of participation in the 1970s are being echoed or reinvented today. A UNRISD research programme on popular participation in the late 1970s defined participation as “the organized efforts to increase control over resources and regulative institutions in given social situations on the part of groups and movements hitherto excluded from such control.” (Pearse and Stiefel, 1979, cited in Cornwall, 2000:21)

The current definition from DFID echoes this thinking, reflecting the organisation’s recent focus on rights-based approaches to development:

“Participation: enabling people to realize their rights to participate in, and access information relating to, the decision-making processes which affect their lives. Democratic institutions and access to information about governments’ policies and performance are necessary to enable people to participate in the decisions which affect their lives. They also need to be able to form organisations, such as unions, women’s groups or citizens’ monitoring groups, to represent their collective interests.” (DFID, 2000: 24)

Cornwall argues that until the mid-1980s, there was a distinction between mainstream approaches to ‘participatory development’ and alternative ‘people’s self-development’ inspired by the work of Freire. Whereas the former is seen as a means to involve people in activities initiated by the state and development agencies, the second was seen as a process of collective action which could lead to more self-reliant development and the capacity to negotiate on new terms with those in power, including the state.

As the global economic context changed and neo-liberal economic reform took hold in the 1980s, communities, particularly poor communities, were seen as active participants in implementation and increasingly, cost recovery and co-management schemes. Cornwall characterises this shift: from ‘do it by yourself’ to ‘do it for yourself’. Some of the research on the impact of structural adjustment programmes in the 1980s/early 1990s is critical of this shift, which cut public expenditure on basic and social services and can be argued to transfer costs to those sections of society which are least able to bear them. Participation, in this wider context, seems to lose its redistributive and transformative potential.

With the rolling back of the state in the 1980s there was fresh interest in NGOs as smaller-scale organisations, which were better placed to operationalise participation. The exponential growth of NGOs and their expanding roles in service provision has been well documented elsewhere. As we moved through the 1990s, however, the fresh interest in the concept of civil society has invested NGOs with yet another role, that of assisting democratisation by monitoring the controlling tendencies of the state. In any case, as Cornwall (2000) puts it, in the new discourse, ‘economic liberalization, freedom of association and democratic governance are seen as inextricably intertwined’.

All mainstream institutions now use the language of ‘participation’ and ‘empowerment’, associated with more radical ‘bottom-up’ development in the 1970s. Sellama, 1999, in an ODI working paper, argues that the increasing reference to civil society in the participation movement may ensure greater links with political science and a clearer message as to the political agenda of this movement. On the other hand, it is argued that issues of arbitration between conflictual interests and choices are not confronted by many proponents of participation. This is not to say that the current emphasis on partnerships and stakeholder engagement do not provide opportunities for disadvantaged groups to empower themselves. However, there perhaps needs to be greater acknowledgement of unequal power relations and conflicts in such relationships. It may even be argued that in some parts of the world, economic and political liberalisation work in opposite directions, so that inequalities and levels of material poverty might prevent people from taking up or making use of political spaces that are opened up by these approaches.

3.3 Some key points for IIED

3.3.1 How does IIED use the term participation?

IIED, or perhaps more accurately SARLs and the Resource Centre, have developed the concept of Participatory Learning and Action (PLA), as a generic term to encompass the broadening out of participatory approaches and tools, moving away from the rural locale where PRA was developed, to reflect their use in other contexts and sectors. PLA is defined as ‘the (full) participation of people
in the processes of learning about their needs, visions and capabilities, and in the action required to address and develop them’ (PLA Notes, 1999). Although other definitions of participation have probably been used in IIED projects, this is a wide definition which lacks the ‘organisation of interests’ and institutional base which other current definitions emphasise. In addition, it has been questioned whether ‘full’ participation is feasible or desirable. For example, Cornwall (2000) argues for ‘optimal’ rather than full participation. Cohen and Uphoff (1980) called for ‘clarity through specificity’—choices about who participates, in what and how should be made more explicit and issues of representation and legitimacy directly addressed.

These issues and questions are not new for IIED and are raised in different ways in many project documents and publications. To take just one example, the publication ‘Participatory Valuation of Wild Resources: an Overview of the Hidden Harvest Methodology’ has a section at the end which questions whether ‘full’ participation is desirable, and lists a number of costs and trade-offs of using participatory research methods. A more recent project, ‘Access to Genetic Resources’ is currently in the process of developing recommendations on effective participation in this field.

However, the issues perhaps need to be more systematically addressed across the institute and we should be more careful, rigorous and transparent with our use of concepts and terms. For example, the overview publication of ‘Evaluating Eden: Exploring the myths and realities of community-based wildlife management’ contains a typology of Australian case studies which includes:

- indigenous community wildlife management (CWM)
- co-management projects
- participatory projects
- ‘top down’ projects
- government programmes facilitating indigenous CWM

In this case, ‘participatory’ denotes ‘consultative’. A more nuanced use of the term ‘participation’, perhaps even avoiding its unqualified use, might promote the ‘clarity through specificity’ which participation researchers and practitioners have called for.

### 3.3.2 Whose participation?

Terms such as ‘the poor’, primary stakeholders and partners tend to homogenise groups and hide very real differences in interests and identities. Earlier work in IIED (Guitt and Shah, 1998) has shown how women can be excluded from many so-called ‘participatory’ interventions, although it is equally important that women are also not treated as a homogeneous group and that other inequalities in particular societies are recognised. Even when participatory tools allow for the disaggregation of views and interests, the ‘consensus-based’ plans, ‘participatory poverty assessments’ and strategies which emerge do tend to beg the question of whose voices and interests come through. (See for example Whitehead and Lockwood, 1999 and Kanji, 2001)

Questions for IIED:

- Are questions of difference appropriately integrated into IIED’s analysis of issues in poverty reduction and sustainable development?
- Are we looking critically at whose voices are heard and whose interests are represented?

### 3.3.3 Do we assess opportunities for participation in different areas and sectors?

While the most recent shifts to governance and citizenship rights might present new opportunities to institutionalise participation, there is a huge gap between analysis and action on the ground. In addition, although social and political participation may be argued to be converging (Gaventa and Valderrama, 2000), there are particular areas, which may be more complex and technical and/or where there are powerful vested interests, which remain extremely difficult to democratis. Economic policy making falls in this category and as one IIED researcher pointed out, more work needs to be done to convince economists, in general, of the value of participatory and even just qualitative research. As the ‘Access to Genetic Resources’ project revealed, the information to engage with the technical issues in this field is not always available to organisations which represent local communities. In addition, as the report (Tobin, 2000) on participation in the formulation of Peru’s Law on Traditional Knowledge Protection puts it: “...to secure the involvement of indigenous people in decision-making, it is necessary to identify the extent to which proffered opportunities to participate, signify a real possibility to significantly affect the outcome of a process.” In other words, we have to be clear about the limits of ‘invited participation’ in particular contexts and sectors.

Questions for IIED:

- Are we promoting participatory approaches across ‘difficult’ areas (particularly in sectors outside service provision) and how effective have these been?

### 3.3.4 Are we addressing critical questions and shifts?

A recent workshop (April 2000) held at IDS entitled ‘Pathways to Participation’ brought together scholars, researchers and practitioners from North and South and crystallised some of the broad shifts in the scope and focus of ‘participation’ as well as providing a critical appraisal. A number of IIED research staff participated in this workshop and along with others raised some key questions:

- Is there an overestimation of the power of participatory tools and techniques?
- Do practitioners (and researchers?) deal with conflict raised by using participatory tools? Are issues of power really addressed?
- Have we shown that participation impacts positively on the living conditions of poor communities?
- Is Participatory Action Research sometimes a substitute for good social research?
- Are participatory processes outsider driven and do they take into account differences in cosmologies and cultures?
- Is the emancipatory potential of participation being neutralised because we are not clear about the values of social justice and equity?

Some of the key shifts in the scope and focus of participation include:
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This starting point can be greatly influenced by work with Southern partners. In FLU, for example, it was a history of working on forestry and land use policy at the national level, and a recognition of the need to go beyond policy ‘wish lists’ and government policy statements that led to the project Policy That Works for Forests and People (PTW). The objective was to work with policymakers and those who determine policy implementation on the ground. The potential for action on sustainable forestry in a given time and context was a key criterion in the selection of case studies. A similar concern spawned the National Strategies for Sustainable Development (NSSD) project with a focus on involving a wide range of stakeholders in the development of strategies to increase the likelihood of implementation. In some projects, a new area of research has been identified and new staff recruited to develop the programme, as in the case of the ‘Rural-Urban Linkages’ project. In yet others, emerging issues have been identified, such as the problem of ‘institutionalising participation’ in agriculture and natural resource management; the need to examine new ways of organising housing finance to benefit low-income groups in low-income areas; and in the ‘Access to Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge Protection’ project, the need to prevent unauthorised use of such knowledge and resources so that local and indigenous communities can receive benefits from their commercial use by outsiders.

In sum, IIED functions as a ‘think tank’ and the identification of important and relevant research issues depends on staff being abreast of current debates in the international arena. However, to prevent the tendency to uncritically adopt issues which may be currently ‘fashionable’ in the environment and development funding arena, or those that have largely academic significance, it is arguably the past research experience that IIED relies on that is critical. In other words, IIED staff’s involvement in research projects should give them an understanding of national and local perspectives and contexts to ‘vet’ concepts and terms which are generated (sometimes at an alarming pace and with varying degrees of rigour) at an international level. One of the questions this Review poses is whether the kind of involvement IIED staff have in research projects is sufficient to give the organisation this critical perspective. We will come back to this when IIED’s role in the research process is described.

4.1.2 ‘Variable approaches to project development’

Although the initial research ideas almost always originate within IIED, the organisation’s stated commitment to collaborative research means that partners are usually involved at an early stage in the research planning process. The extent of partner participation and the time that is allowed for this process varies considerably. In a few cases, (for example MARP and Institutionalising Participation) the research agenda itself is defined or redefined by or with research partners. In most cases, funding is secured for a broad proposal and IIED selects research partners, usually based on previous joint work or on contacts. Country visits by IIED staff and workshops with partners tend to form the basis for the development of research plans. The degree of control which IIED exercises in the development of the full research proposal seems to vary greatly, possibly depending on the nature of the project and commitments to funders as well as personal values and approaches. In many projects, research partners from different countries attend an international workshop, which addresses the conceptual framework and methodology of the project as well as drawing up action plans for the different country case studies, for example, the ‘Institutionalising Participation’ project, NSSD, FLU Policy That Works. However, if the framework is not clearly agreed, partners can develop case studies outside the project remit, as in the case of Evaluating Eden, which can create problems. In regionally focused projects, workshops are usually held in the region (e.g. Shared Management of Common Property Resources in the Sahel, MARP and PAVE). In yet others, IIED maintains the international coordination role and partners meet on a regional or country basis (Evaluating Eden, AFRICAP, and Access to Genetic Resources, Rural-Urban Linkages in Africa).

4.1.3 A greater role for partners in project development?

An issue that arises here is whether we need to think about the extent to which country partners feel part of and have some creative input into international, multi-country projects. Does this vary according to the opportunities they have for joint input into the proposal, meeting researchers from other countries, and when these opportunities occur? Can we do more to ensure that these...
opportunities occur in an appropriate and timely manner in projects across the Institute? Might this contribute to stronger partner ownership and the quality of outputs?

4.2 The implementation of research projects

4.2.1 Variable approaches to implementation

Most research projects are actually implemented by IIED’s partners, with highly variable degrees of input by IIED staff. IIED’s role can be one of research coordination, with a completely ‘hands off’ approach to implementation. IIED staff only get involved when the studies are written up. Although there may be an occasional field visit, the work is firmly in the hands of local researchers. This is the case for the FLU AFRICAP project, Rural-Urban Linkages, and particular regions in Evaluating Eden and in the Housing Finance project. In some cases, this is seen as the ‘best’ way of working; in others it is explicitly because there is a high level of trust between IIED staff and partners. The role of IIED staff in these cases seems to be one of research coordination and facilitation.

In many cases, however, a different approach is adopted where there is more direct involvement of IIED staff in the fieldwork. This depends partly on the nature of the project and what implementation actually entails. Projects which are primarily concerned with stakeholder engagement or wider consultative processes, such as NSSD, tend to involve IIED staff, at least in national level workshops. Similarly, direct capacity building work involved in the MARP programme in West Africa entails more direct involvement of IIED Senegal’s staff. However, even in projects with a research focus, some IIED staff work alongside local researchers providing inputs on research methods or experimenting together with innovative methods. This seems to be the case with the Sahel co-management of natural resources project, PAVE, at least one of the case studies of the FLU Policy that Works project in Costa Rica and in some case studies in the Access to Genetic Resources project. In these examples, ‘co-learning’ seems a more accurate way to describe the experience than in other projects. As the IIED researcher on PAVE says, ‘learning by doing’ is fundamental both in his own knowledge and in making contributions to the project, which has a methodological focus. Where the role is essentially one of coordination, as another IIED researcher put it: the co-learning may only start when the reports arrive from research partners.

4.2.2 A greater role for IIED staff in project implementation?

It can be argued that direct involvement in fieldwork at community level and/or with stakeholder organisations may give IIED researchers a greater awareness of issues of difference and inequalities related to class, caste, ethnicity, gender and age. It can provide a greater appreciation of issues of ‘representation’ and inequalities in power between different ‘stakeholders’. The issue that arises here is whether some IIED researcher participation at the implementation phase is desirable in order to ‘ground truth’ findings and analysis, as a ‘reality check’ to assumptions and current discourse. This is perhaps particularly important for less experienced researchers who have not spent much time working or living in the countries where research is carried out. Involvement in fieldwork also provides opportunities for IIED staff learning and methodological innovation with partners, which is discussed in section 5. While the increased involvement of IIED staff in fieldwork has cost implications, the returns may outweigh these in terms of sharper, more grounded analysis, closer relationships with partners and better reports, publications and information dissemination at local as well as international levels. In this way, the ‘co-learning’ objectives and values that so many IIED staff express may yield better results.

4.3 The analysis and dissemination of research findings

4.3.1 IIED’s accountability to donors can cause conflict with partners

It is often IIED’s role to pull together findings from different case studies, making a comparative international analysis and also preparing reports for funders. It is at this stage that IIED staff are often under pressure to ensure a timely product of acceptable quality to the funding agencies. If the product submitted by partners is weak, it can sometimes result in IIED staff having to substantially re-write reports. This has occurred for particular cases in the multi-country studies such as FLU Policy That Works, NSSD, Rural-Urban Linkages and AFRICAP. In other projects, an overall report has entailed expanding and strengthening the analysis made in the case studies. Some of the projects reviewed here are still in progress and have not yet reached this stage.

This phase in the research process is most likely to be conflictual between IIED staff and partners. IIED staff are often caught between wanting to be flexible and maintain good relationships and feeling pressure to take control, since IIED is ultimately accountable to donors for final products. In at least one case (in this group of selected projects) partners had to be threatened with a stoppage of funds in order to get a report which was long overdue.

4.3.2 More attention to planning dissemination and ‘influencing strategies’

Dissemination and action at country level is often left to partners, but the degree of IIED funding and support is highly variable. A number of projects include ‘end-of-project’ workshops with various stakeholders to discuss findings and their implications for action. However, if there is a funding crisis, as in the case of the Evaluating Eden project, the dissemination activities can ‘drop off the end’, being viewed as a lower priority activity. This raises serious implications for learning, improving practice and influencing policy. Some projects reported unexpected spin-offs in the way of networks and on-going activities, for example Evaluating Eden and FLU PTW. The AFRICAP project developed the 4Rs framework which is being used in a number of countries for on-going work. Other projects evolve into second generation or follow-up projects (e.g. MARP).

Dissemination of the findings at the international level is often carried out through IIED publications, books and peer review journals. In the AFRICAP project, one of the learning points ‘with hindsight’ was that more resources should have been allocated for follow-up workshops, advocacy work, the dissemination of IIED/project publications and workshops to share experiences across the case of the AFRICAP project, where economic and participatory valuations of wild resources were carried out, it was suggested that more time should have been allocated to feeding back and discussing quantitative findings with communities.

Most projects are not formally evaluated. MARP was evaluated (externally and with an internal self-evaluation) which served to redirect the capacity building work towards institutionalisation. This was because organisational practice was highlighted as being a key factor for effecting change. In the case of the FLU PTW project, country teams were asked to assess the impact of the project. They have submitted reports which will be analysed by FLU and lessons for IIED drawn out. In the case of the NSSD project, IIED may be involved in proposals to monitor compliance and whether the international targets are being met.

The findings on dissemination relate to the current debate in IIED on the need to pay more attention to different forms of information and communication, at the level of individual research projects, programmes and the Institute as a whole. This needs to be better planned and budgeted for at the start of projects as well as demanding a more comprehensive overall strategy which
more systematically links research and information. IIED staff and partners should discuss ‘influencing strategies’ as part of project planning and development.

4.4 IIED’s partners and their influence on project outcomes

4.4.1 Partners’ position to influence, approaches and values are important

IIED works with a range of institutions and individuals in carrying out research programmes and projects. In most projects, there is a mix of non-governmental organisations and research institutions. There is perhaps an assumption in the choice of partners that NGOs are more likely to work well with communities and have a ‘bottom-up’ approach or use a participatory development framework. A few projects involve government staff as researchers, although government at different levels is involved as a key stakeholder in most projects. For example, in the forestry AFR-ICAP project, government staff were deliberately selected as ‘focal points’ for the country teams, to encourage institutionalisation and impact on policy. In the MARP project, however, government was not included in the early stages because it was thought that they would be hostile to participatory approaches. With hindsight, the IIED researcher would have included them earlier to have a greater impact on policy.

The approach and values of research partners were often central in staff assessments of levels of participation and indeed, in the practical positive outcomes of the projects. The selection of partners is often an informal and ad hoc process, building on past contacts and existing networks, sometimes with key individuals rather than institutions. Some staff see the existence of these networks as a major strength of IIED. Others see it as a problem in that ‘new blood’ is not systematically included; connections with institutions are broken when individuals leave and it is not clear who to approach and how, when new countries or new areas of work are involved. In the latter case, this is particularly difficult if IIED is under pressure to select partners and set up projects quickly. Factors such as the values and approaches used by partners, which are important in selection, are obviously difficult to include in databases that IIED has set up. The work in progress on IIED codes of conduct suggests a greater investment in building longer-term institutional relationships with a limited number of key partners.

In terms of partners, several factors emerged in discussions as being important for positive research outcomes:

- Partners’ expertise and experience in the particular field
- Partners’ positioning to influence decision-making at different levels
- Levels of trust in IIED-partner relations
- Partners’ values and approaches

The final point regarding partners’ values and approaches was not given equal emphasis by all the staff interviewed. However, it tended to emerge in discussions of outcomes and follow-up, as an important factor in determining the level to which the project process and findings were used as a tool for promoting positive change in favour of impoverished and less powerful groups in society. Figure 2 shows how country case studies within one project, FLU PTW, can vary according to the approaches of partners.

Some staff were explicit about selecting partners who have an ‘activist’ approach, who seek to involve less powerful stakeholders in policy processes, programmes and institutions. These members of staff talked about choosing academics that were also ‘activists’ or selecting partners who were ‘movers and shakers’. Others were less clear about choosing partners based on particular values, but in analysing outcomes of the research, pointed out that it was the countries which included such ‘committed’ partners which tended to do well on follow-up action and tangible in-country outcomes.

4.4.2 ‘The context and timing of research is critical for positive outcomes’

It clearly emerges from this review that the success of participatory approaches in influencing policies, programmes and institutions is highly dependent on the economic, social and political context, irrespective of partners’ values and of methods used. In particular, IIED staff who have a strong focus on participation in their projects (such as MARP, Institutionalising Participation, Access to Genetic Resources and the FLU Policy that Works project) stressed the importance of history and political culture – and the degree to which democratic decision-making processes are acceptable and institutionalised. An understanding of the nature of civil society organisations as well as the relationship between civil society, government and the private sector in particular contexts is obviously important. These are essentially issues of governance, which even if not labelled as such, have long been recognised as critical in achieving economic, social and environmental policies, which promote poverty reduction and more equitable and sustainable development.

An important point raised in the Access to Genetic Resources project and the FLU PTW project was the importance of timing in policy research. The Access project acted as a catalyst for ongoing processes of consultation and policy engagement by indigenous organisations in Peru, where a two-month window of opportunity for consultation on a new law was extended and a country-wide consultation process with indigenous people was initiated, both as a result of the workshop, which was convened as part of the project.
5. Participatory methods and tools

5.1 Definition and discussion of tools

5.1.1 Not just PRA!

First, it is important to stress that when we discuss participatory methods, we are not merely talking about the community-focused and well-known Participatory Rural Appraisal, with which IIED is closely associated, particularly due to the *PLA Notes* series and *A Trainer’s Guide to Participatory Learning and Action*. As much of the literature reviewing participatory processes illustrates, PRA is but one method amongst many (see Cornwall 2000, Roseberg 1996) and has come a long
way over the last ten years. However, PRA is only exemplified in a handful of the projects chosen for this review (e.g. Rural-Urban Linkages, Common Property Resources in the Sahel, PAVE, MARP) and in many cases, is used in conjunction with different tools, such as surveys and other quantitative methods. PRA may have been used by research partners in some, but not all, related case studies (e.g. Policy that Works – FLU; Evaluating Eden). With the case of the FLU PTW project, several country teams used PRA as one of several approaches to assess policy priorities at local level. A range of other participatory approaches to ‘fieldwork’ in the ‘corridors of power’ were also used at local, institutional and national levels. Some projects approach ‘participation’ in terms of broader consultative methods with stakeholders (such as the NSSD project, Access to Genetic Resources), more in the sphere of public participation; others use PRA as one of the tools in a broader framework (e.g. Africap project and the 4Rs framework for negotiation); and yet others use PRA with more formal research techniques (e.g. Hidden Harvest – combining economic research techniques with PRA). Other processes, such as Participatory Action Research, are also present in some projects (e.g. Institutionalising Participation).

5.1.2 Choice of method links to project level and objectives

It became clear through the course of this review that the choice of methodology relates directly with the level and objectives of the project itself. Table 2 shows the range of participatory tools and methods used in the 12 projects selected for the review. Projects have been divided according to four ‘platforms’, through which IIED tries to achieve its objectives. These are: Research, Stakeholder Engagement and Institutional Development/Capacity Services. For the purpose of this review, Information and Communication has not been included as a category into which projects divide as, for methodological reasons, we did not include a purely information-based project.

5.1.3 Consultative methods for policy processes

Despite having ascertained that the type of participatory approach adopted is related to the level at which the project operates, attaching one single definition of participation to a single project remains difficult due to the complexity of each project. For example, many of the projects comprise a series of country case studies (e.g. Evaluating Eden, FLU Policy That Works, Access to Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge) and again, within each separate case study, the type and scale of participatory method is variable. We found that with those projects trying to engage with a wide range of stakeholders, from local to international level, more consultative participatory processes were adopted. For example, the NSSD project bought donors and developing country representatives together at a workshop in order to develop a dialogue process to lead to the development of guidelines for National Strategies for Sustainable Development (NSSD). Following this, a series of stakeholder workshops and roundtable meetings were used by individual research partners, as the project aimed to consult as broad a range of stakeholders as possible. Other methods included plenary sessions, working groups, semi-structured interviews, mapping what had already been done in the area, and focus groups.

The methodological ‘steps’ used to promote the participation of multiple stakeholders in policy processes is illustrated by the example below, drawn from the FLU Policy That Works project. Drawing on this project, as well as policy work carried out by other programmes, IIED is in the process of developing a sourcebook for methods to work at the policy level.

The Access to Genetic Resources project was also focused at the policy level, but this project was looking at participation as a process – its focus being how people can and do participate in...
The degree to which participation can be successfully achieved, as any participatory process is leadership of organisations. Women, for example, constitute a group that is often not consulted if the project only involves the structures through which a process of consultation can be established (e.g. through farmer groups). Successful participation is more likely if there is already a history of social organisation within the region, providing in situ populations. This project reinforced the view that participatory policy processes may be more here was that of how such participation can be decentralised when dealing with widely dispersed such as stakeholder interviews, stakeholder meetings and workshops. An interesting point raised here was that of how such participation can be decentralised when dealing with widely dispersed populations. This project reinforced the view that participatory policy processes may be more successful if there is already a history of social organisation within the region, providing in situ structures through which a process of consultation can be established (e.g. through farmer groups and trade unions). However, as the project points out, it is important to consider who is included and excluded in such organisations, in order to assess how broad these consultative process are. Women, for example, constitute a group that is often not consulted if the project only involves the leadership of organisations.

In cases like these, consultative participatory methods are certainly more appropriate than for example, PRA methods, as the focus is broader, looking at what people want in terms of policy, which requires the engagement of a wider range of stakeholders. Also, it is important to remember that such nationwide consultative processes involve large amounts of work and time in order to ensure that as many people or stakeholder groups as possible are included in the process. As most projects operate under relatively strict time constraints, it is important to be realistic about the degree to which participation can be successfully achieved, as any participatory process is usually recognised as being time-expensive.

5.1.4 Local level use and adaptation of PRA methods

With other projects working more directly at the community level or with a smaller geographical box, PRA has been used and adapted to various contexts (e.g. Common Property, Institutionalisation, PAVE and Rural-Urban Linkages). Thus it is fair to state that the goals of the research itself have important implications for the choice of methodology and tool. This is particularly relevant when referring to the Shared Management of Common Property Resources in the Sahel, which was effectively the most bottom-up project of all those included in this review, as the research partners were a mixture of NGOs and pastoral groups and the agenda was led by the pastoral groups. Currently, research partners are involved in defining the research agenda itself. In Mali, there were training workshops on participatory approaches, involving project staff and members of the rural councils, which led to the successful identification of mechanisms for participation at the local levels. The workshops themselves were part of the participatory process, for feeding back, identifying resources, training people and forward planning.

The MARP programme is also interesting in that it is a programme of work, which in response to the demand of MARP networks within West Africa, is focused on establishing support mechanisms (through training, documentation and information) to support the dissemination of MARP methods within the region. The programme started with focusing on dissemination of MARP methods through developing a critical mass of trainers (Training of Trainers) in each of the MARP countries. With this achieved, it has now moved on to looking at organisational analysis and change, the institutionalisation of MARP methods and making links with organisations and governments in ‘scaling-up’ within the region.

5.2 Methodological innovation

In order to assess methodological innovation in the Review, we specifically asked IIED staff how participatory research tools and methods were selected for the project, which they found the most useful, whether there was any training component involved for research partners (and subjects) and whether any methodological adaptation occurred. Again, to reiterate the point made earlier about IIED’s position in the collaborative research process, a co-ordinator or facilitator of research, many staff were unable to answer in depth as the research methodology used was the domain of the research partners.

The Evaluating Eden project, which again illustrates a range of participatory processes, can claim some methodological innovation in the West Africa country case study through direct IIED staff involvement on participatory monitoring and evaluation. (See also Kothari et al., 2000) for detailed work at the local level within the EE project, looking at local assessments of impact. The Shared Management of Common Property Resources in the Sahel project is innovative in using participatory approaches and PRA in particular, in the context of transhumance rather than settled communities (see for example, the use of the Family Portraits tool in Table 2). In general, the methods were perceived much more as an aid in the project rather than as an end in themselves. Both the NSSD and FLU-PTW projects have resulted in the current development of a sourcebook of participatory methods with a focus on how to analyse policy from different stakeholder perspectives. The PAVE project uses participatory appraisal methods in the context of veterinary epidemiology, which is usually highly technical and quantitative. The project assesses how qualitative data from participatory investigation and analysis on animal health topics can be assessed through using typical scientific criteria; and also, through participatory evaluation, thus considering the value of participatory methods from both quantitative and qualitative perspectives.

5.2.1 Partner choice

Working within the context of collaborative research, the level of participation adopted relates...
back to issues of partner relationships and ultimately, that of partner choice, as they generally carry out the fieldwork within the broad project remit. In the same way that partner values affect their approach to the project, so does their knowledge and experience of methods and tools.

With the NSSD project, it is up to the implementing teams in country to consult with as wide a range of stakeholders as possible. Although guidance is provided through international project planning workshops, it is still up to the research partners concerned how and whom they consult. Also, the degree to which partners adopt participatory approaches often relates to their relationship with IIED staff and the socio-economic context of the countries in which they are working.

A good example is provided by the six country case studies of the FLU PTW project. For example, the Costa Rica case study was particularly strong in its use of participatory approaches at community level, which may be due to the fact that partners had a history of organising in-country to increase community access to forests and of giving voice to the views of less powerful groups. In comparison, in the India case study, the team did not focus at the community level, but instead, restricted their fieldwork to focusing on the policy makers and ‘walking the corridors of power’. This was because the research partner saw this as the most important way to achieve policy change and partners argued that they already ‘knew’ what was in the best interests of communities. With these two case studies, the extent to which research partners moved towards collective action differed substantially, with the Costa Rica team moving closer towards this than the Indian team. This highlights the questions of values and approaches where organisations committed to participatory development tend to work more collaboratively with both IIED and research subjects, which also impacts on the quality of the participatory research being conducted.

5.3 Critical reflection on the use of participatory tools and methods

Despite the prevalent use of participatory research approaches and processes within the twelve IIED projects reviewed, one aspect of the projects that focus on participatory processes (e.g. IIED, WaterAid, PAVE, AFRICAP—the 4Rs) have generated outputs which look critically at the research methods adopted in the specific project. This absence of methodological reflection is in itself an important issue for consideration if we are keen to promote institutional learning about participatory processes and methods. It is only through critical analysis that the debate around participatory development can be moved forward and key lessons be drawn out to influence IIED practice.

In most cases, with exceptions, it is the research partners who conduct the practical fieldwork on the ground and it is they who, subsequently, go through the process of adapting a research methodology. If their experiences are not documented and shared with a wider audience, then valuable lessons will not be disseminated more broadly, and hence, will not impact on practice, particularly not at the IIED level. Out of all the projects involved in the review, only one, the Rural-Urban Linkages project, asked partners to develop a methodological report from the research undertaken in one of the case studies (Tanzania). In this, methods used were critically reviewed, drawing together things that worked well and those that required further attention. This is part of an important learning process, for both the research partners involved in this fieldwork and also the project staff at IIED. Box 2 shows some of the key reflections on the part of the research partners regarding their experience with PRA tools.

Such reflections provide an honest account of advantages and disadvantages of using PRA techniques, particularly when new to the researchers involved. It is from such frankness that key lessons be synthesised and disseminated, so to support learning on a broader basis. Despite the problems encountered above, the required information for the research was generated through PRA tools in this ‘first phase’ of the case study and enabled the research team to move to draw out identified ‘gaps’ in the information through the use of quantitative methods. The researchers themselves have also learned from the experience, many of whom will use PRA techniques again, albeit more flexibly with the benefit of hindsight and experience. Another example of methodological reflection is the NSSD project, which is currently developing a post-project assessment of the participation of various stakeholders in the process.

5.3.1 Ethics of Participatory Research

An interesting perspective emanating from the Tanzania methodological report was that of the re-
search partners’ unease about what they perceived to be the slightly extractive nature of the research. As an antithesis to the top-down initiatives of the late 1970s/1980s, participatory approaches are based on the underlying philosophy that through their participation in, and ownership over, a development process, a community will be subsequently empowered, realising their own potential for analysis and action. However, that is not to say that every participatory intervention will empower the community it is purporting to mobilise, nor will it challenge the inherent power structures in every community through this intervention. What is important is that the researchers should maintain good behaviour and attitudes, fundamental to PRA, and treat informants with respect. With the Tanzanian case study, some of the researchers doubted that the community members involved in the research saw it as an opportunity for them to become actively involved and to voice their views. The researchers felt particularly uneasy as the process the communities were asked to be involved in took up so much of their time, with little tangible benefit to them in the short term.

The lessons from this report are important, not only for the research teams involved, but also for IIED staff who will co-ordinate projects using participatory research techniques again in the future, particularly with teams of researchers who are new to these methods. However, for IIED to capitalise on such experiences, there needs to be a clearer mechanism in place for drawing from these lessons, rather than the ad hoc approach which exists currently of whether or not reports are actually read by those working in different programmes. This also applies to a wider audience outside IIED.

5.4 Benefits and trade-offs of participatory approaches and methods

IIED staff provided a range of reasons why it is important to use participatory approaches with project partners. These include:

- Building partners’ ownership of projects
- Allowing diversity and adaptation to the local context
- Enabling partners to drive the process
- Building the capacity of local researchers to be more effective in their dialogue with policy makers
- Developing coalitions for policy change.

In the case of the FLU PTW project, Evaluating Eden and others, explicit objectives were to understand policy and/or resource use from the viewpoint of communities – participatory approaches at community-level were therefore essential. In the FLU project, the impact on policy was evident in all but one of the countries and the contention is that policy research which engages a range of stakeholders is far more effective in actually influencing policy.

The constraints and trade-offs, however, were reiterated by most staff who were interviewed. General trade-offs, irrespective of which groups of stakeholders are involved, include:

- The costs and time involved are often not adequately budgeted for and lead to delays
- IIED is often under pressure to show ‘efficiency’ and develop ‘products’ while partners may be more interested in process and action
- In working with different groups of stakeholders, there are sometimes trade-offs made between building trust and maintaining relationships and insisting on some forms of equity, for example gender equity. This raises an interesting question for IIED: are some trade-offs more acceptable than others?

At community level, there are additional constraints, related to who exactly participates, in what kind of activity, and to what end:

- Consulting with dispersed populations poses practical difficulties (e.g. in the Access to Genetic Resources project), as does working with pastoral communities (Sahel project)
- The degree of representation of the groups consulted is questionable in many contexts
- Time and opportunity costs as well as ‘participation fatigue’ for low-income groups and communities (e.g. in the Rural-Urban linkages project and in the Access to Genetic Resources project)

The use of participatory approaches (with both project partners and research subjects) requires good communication and conflict resolution skills. This was pointed out by staff working at community/local levels on the Sahel Common Property Resources project but the need for skills, or working closely with more senior researchers, was also pointed out by less experienced staff. As one researcher points out: you have to be comfortable with risk taking and shifting goal posts, if genuinely participatory approaches are used. And as another researcher commented: there is a greater potential for better outcomes but greater risks and difficulties in estimating transaction costs.

The time and costs of participation should be clearly recognised in project proposals and have implications for donors who state their support, if not insistence, on the use of participatory approaches and methods (see section 6). IIED has to be careful not to raise longer-term expectations which cannot be met.

Quality work and the institutionalisation of participatory approaches take time, money and investment in staff development. This is as true for the organisations that IIED works with, as it is for IIED itself. As the IIED MARP researcher pointed out, it is important that organisations change their own practices to reflect participation, not just use participatory techniques externally.

Participatory methods and tools may not always be called for, irrespective of objectives and context and there may be times when the active choice not to participate may have to be respected, particularly when related to extractive techniques for eliciting information from low-income groups.
At the outset, donors can sometimes impose conditions on the countries to be included in their research. The conditions relate to their own priorities usually defined by historical connections and socio-economic indicators, in addition to where the project may yield interesting or positive results.

In general, IIED staff find most donors to be flexible and understanding about changes to original agreements which might have to made during the research process. A good example of this is the AFRICAP project that started off as a capacity building project and was reformulated to test an analytic framework for analysing different stakeholder roles in forestry. However, there are significant exceptions to this and there is a variation in terms of how willing donors are to be flexible, trust IIED and take risks. Some donors are much more ‘hands-off’ than others, although it is not always clear if this is because of the trust they have in IIED’s work or if systems are not in place to follow up once the funds are granted! Being ‘hands-on’ does not signify being more open to or facilitating participatory methods and processes, and may only include greater bureaucratic control.

As one researcher put it: the choice of donors is important and it is worth knowing their track records and willingness to take risks. Donors can be persuaded to fund high potential but risky activities, as in the case of funding in-country ‘learning groups’ in the Institutionalising Participation project. Donors sometimes participate in workshops to discuss results of projects and usually engage with the debates.

There is a difference between the technical and administrative staff within donor agencies and it is more difficult to get administrators to understand the need for flexibility if participatory ap-
Participatory approaches to research and development in IIED: Learning from experience

7. Summary of findings and recommendations

In reflecting on whether IIED is still a ‘centre of excellence in participatory approaches and methods’, it is clear that IIED has enormous and ongoing experience in this field. However, we need to draw out, disseminate and incorporate lessons from our work much more systematically than we do. This requires the development of appropriate mechanisms as well as staff capacity building.

7.1 Main findings

7.1.1 The concept and definition of participation

Practically all mainstream institutions now use the language of ‘participation’ and ‘empowerment’, which used to be associated with more radical ‘bottom-up’ development. It is important that we define exactly what we mean when we talk about participatory approaches and methods in IIED supported projects. There is a need for ‘clarity through specificity’, with more attention to who participates, in what, how and to what end. Unequal power relations and conflicts of interest should also be clearly recognised. A more critical analysis of concepts within individual projects and sectors is required, looking at issues of representation and state-civil society relations in particular contexts. ‘Full participation’ is not always feasible or desirable.
7.1.2 Participation in Collaborative Research

IIED staff generally aim for a ‘co-learning’ approach with partners. However, the extent of partner involvement in early stages of project development varies enormously and there may be more we can do to ensure that opportunities for joint agenda-setting occur in an appropriate and timely manner across projects. This may contribute to partner ownership of projects and perhaps even improve the quality of outputs. The opposite is true when it comes to project implementation. We have argued that greater involvement of IIED staff in fieldwork at the implementation phase is desirable in order to ‘ground truth’ findings and analysis, as a ‘reality check’ to assumptions and current discourse. This is perhaps particularly important when staff are not familiar with the context where the project operates and implies IIED staff participation as ‘learners’.

Involvement in fieldwork also provides opportunities for IIED staff learning and methodological innovation with partners. While the increased involvement of IIED staff in fieldwork has cost implications, the returns may outweigh these in terms of sharper, more grounded analysis and closer relationships with some partners. If this learning feeds into outputs, it may result in better reports, publications and information dissemination. In this way, the ‘co-learning’ objectives and values that so many IIED staff express may yield even better results.

7.1.3 IIED’s partners

The choice of partners is critical for the degree to which less powerful groups benefit from the research directly and indirectly. This is not only a question of partners’ expertise, experience and access to decision-making forums although this is very important. It is also the values of the partners and the extent to which they see the research process and findings as a potential tool for promoting change in favour of impoverished and less powerful groups in their societies. The clearer we can be about our own values, the easier it will be to work with organisations and individuals who share the same principles. However, for relations to develop, there needs to be time and space for them to evolve. There also needs to be space in IIED for non-partnership arrangements.

Several factors emerged in discussions as being important for positive research outcomes:

• Partners’ expertise and experience in the particular field
• Partners’ positioning to influence decision-making at different levels
• Levels of clarity and trust in IIED-partner relations
• Partners’ values and approaches

Although IIED has often worked informally with partners, the recent insistence on contracts is important, as much to clarify expectations on all sides as it is for being a binding document. However, it is essential that these contracts should be flexible to suit different circumstances and that issues such as editorial responsibility and intellectual property rights, for example, are dealt with fairly and according to context, for IIED staff and partners. The current work on drawing up an IIED ‘code of conduct’ provides an excellent opportunity to clarify our values, define ‘partnerships’ and promote transparency on all sides.

7.1.4 The use of participatory methods and tools

In the discussion of participatory methods and tools, we refer not only to tools based on PRA and used at the community level, but tools to aid consultative processes or stakeholder engagement at different levels. It was difficult to assess the quality of methods in the Review as IIED staff are usually not involved in their implementation, but there is a wide range of tools used, depending on the project objective and level. It is not possible to talk about what works and what does not, in any universal way, since so much depends on the political and institutional context.

There does seem to have been more methodological innovation where:

• IIED staff have worked alongside local researchers and other stakeholders
• Partners have a specialisation in participatory approaches and methods

However, there is an alternative explanation for our first finding, which is that IIED staff find it easier to recognise innovation when they are present. It is essential that we do more to disseminate innovative work, internally and externally.

The development of a sourcebook on participatory methods and tools at the policy level, building largely on the FLU project, provides an excellent complement to earlier IIED work on participation at community level.

Quality work in the use of participatory methods takes time, money and investment in staff development and there have been times where we have assumed that partners can be trained to use methods, which are new to them, too quickly.

7.1.5 Trade-offs in the use of participatory approaches and methods

Participatory approaches and methods may not always be called for, irrespective of objectives and context. There may be times when the active choice not to participate may have to be respected, particularly when related to extractive techniques for eliciting information from low-income groups.

Quality work and the institutionalisation of participatory approaches take time, money and investment in staff development. This is as true for the organisations which IIED works with, as it is for IIED itself. It is important that organisations change their own practices to reflect participation, not just use participatory techniques externally.

Trade-offs are sometimes made between interesting processes and high-quality products, which are required within the limited time frame of most research projects. The time and costs of participation should be clearly recognised in project proposals and have implications for donors who state their support, if not insistence, on the use of participatory approaches and methods.

7.1.6 Information and communications

The findings on dissemination relate to the current debate in IIED on the need to pay more attention to different forms of information and communication, and to systematically link research and information, at the level of individual research projects, programmes and the Institute as a whole. Dissemination and ‘influencing strategies’ need to be better planned and budgeted for at the start of projects, with partners.
7.2 Lessons from the Review process

Promoting learning across IIED programmes is not easy. People are busy, programme activities are prioritised, even when there is funding for cross-cutting activities, and e-mails can be ignored! Structures and incentives are important, as is capturing people’s attention and making them feel that they will gain something for their ‘core’ work, from engaging with colleagues on a particular cross-cutting issue.

IIED staff have a lot to contribute on the use of participatory approaches and methods and staff that participated in the Review were generally positive about the experience of reflecting on their work. We opted for individual face-to-face contact for the Review and an output in the form of this report. The specific recommendations for action below, to improve our work on participatory approaches and methods have been developed with staff that participated in the Review and have been discussed at an IIED-wide meeting. Further discussions within IIED will be held to prioritise recommendations and discuss mechanisms and timing for their implementation.

7.3 Recommendations

Recommendations have been divided into three areas:

- **Review, Learning and Communications**
- **Staff Development**
- **Values and work practice**

### 7.3.1 Review, learning and communications

- Clearer definitions of participation and being more specific about the concept and type of participation adopted in our work, including all outputs from it.

- Setting up of a periodic IIED participation retreat to learn from each other, possibly organised on a thematic basis.

- Encouragement of methodological reflection from project partners.

- Introducing systems to access information on ‘participatory methods’ for projects working at different levels and with different objectives, for internal and external use. For example, we could have a ‘participation portal’ on our web site to guide users to methods used at different levels.

- Using PLA Notes more proactively within IIED to disseminate methodological innovation and critical reflection in IIED-supported projects.

- Developing more guidance material from ‘real world’ experience on participatory approaches at the policy and institutional levels, while emphasising the importance of context and not raising expectations of ‘quick fix’ universal guidance.

- Carrying out a review or gap analysis of what similar organisations to IIED, which work internationally, are doing in the field of participation to help identify the most fruitful way to take our work forward.

### 7.3.2 Staff development

- Adequate training in participatory methods at the project level, where required, for IIED and partners.

- Greater involvement of IIED staff in fieldwork whenever possible, to learn and/or to better understand the impact of ‘participatory’ approaches and methods.

- Investments in staff capacity building: training and exposure to new methods, approaches and to theoretical debates on participation, development and ethics.

### 7.3.3 Values and work practice

- Making our values of social justice and equity clearer and building relationships with like-minded organisations.

- Board endorsement of an IIED code of conduct on collaborative research and monitoring of its implementation.

- Clearer, transparent criteria for site and partner selection – to include issues of timing and capability and to provide a basis for collaboration.

- Encouragement of more exchanges between Southern partners and practitioners.

- Practising what we preach within our own walls and reviewing our own ‘organisational health’ from a participation perspective.

- Recruitment policies and staff TORs to emphasise the importance of adequate training and experience in the use of participatory methods and approaches.
8. References


9.1 Access to Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge

This research project aims to support the implementation of the benefit-sharing provisions of the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The project was initiated in view of the need for meaningful participation in the development of policies on access to genetic resources and traditional knowledge protection to ensure that such policies are effective and equitable. The project has involved case studies of Peru, the Philippines, India and South Africa. The final report contains summaries of the case studies and recommendations for securing effective participation. The project is funded by the UK Department for International Development and the J.D. MacArthur Foundation.

Project Contact:
Krystyna Swiderska
Research Associate, Biodiversity and Livelihoods Group
www.iied.org/blg/index.html

9.2 AFRICAP – the 4Rs (Rights, Responsibilities, Returns/Revenues and Relationships) framework

This project seeks to contribute to the development of tools to assess stakeholders’ roles and power in an attempt to support the political dimension of forest management. This has been inadequately
9.5 Housing Finance

This set of activities sought to better understand how improved housing and neighbourhoods could be achieved for the urban poor. Through research, documentation and networking microfinance initiatives for housing and infrastructure were considered and assessed. Particular focus was given to the critical role of local communities and the participation of local residents, and how government support can be secured and used more effectively. Activities were funded by the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA), Finnida (Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs Department for International Development Cooperation), Swiss Development Cooperation (SDC), Misereor and EZE (German Council of Evangelical Churches).

- **Project Contact:**
  Diana Mitlin, Research Associate, Human Settlements Programme

9.6 Institutionalising Participatory Approaches and Processes for Natural Resource Management

Participatory approaches to natural resource management (NRM) have mostly been limited to single, specific instances and initiatives. Recently, however, this case by case approach has given way to attempts by large, public and private agencies to adopt and apply them on a large scale. While offering tremendous scope for active involvement by local users in processes that affect their livelihood security and well-being, there is a danger that they may be misapplied and abused in the rush to scale up. This could lead to disillusionment among conservation and development agencies with people-centred approaches and result in the discrediting of ‘participation’ itself. Clearly, if participatory NRM is not to become yet another ‘passing fad’, we must learn more about the ways in which large bureaucracies function, learn, improve and transform themselves.

- **Project Contact:**
  Michel Pimbert, Research Associate, Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Livelihoods Programme
  [www.iied.org/agri/ipa.html](http://www.iied.org/agri/ipa.html)

9.7 MARP (Méthode Active de Recherche et de Planification Participative)

In 1993, IIED’s Drylands Programme set up a training programme on Participatory Research and Planning Methods in the Sahel. These activities were designed in response to growing demand from a wide range of Sahelian institutions, particularly NGOs, interested in strengthening their capacity to promote genuine partnerships with local communities. The programme started in Burkina Faso, Mali and Senegal, but was subsequently extended to Niger in 1994. Initial emphasis was on the training of trainers in order to build up a core group of qualified development workers with the necessary skills in MARP methodologies at the national level. The aim of the programme was to support the development and spread of participatory research and planning methods in order to qualitatively improve the participation of local communities in the design and implementation of development projects. Therefore beneficiaries include: local NGOs, grassroots organisations, natural resources management projects and government field-based services. The geographical scope of the programme is Burkina Faso, Mali, Niger and Senegal. The key components were:
a) Training of Trainers.
b) Training NGO and NRM project staff in MARP
c) Development and dissemination of training materials and a newsletter on MARP
d) Support to national networks and the sub-regional office.

After an evaluation was carried out 1997 to assess the impact of the programme, a new emphasis has been put into developing a methodological approach, and to define and pursue the institutionalisation of participatory processes based on a partnership involving the MARP Programme, the MARP networks and key partner organisations in Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal and Niger. The focus has also been on analysing the different strategies and policy options pursued by development organisations and how they influence the effectiveness of participatory approaches to Natural Resource Management (NRM).

**Project Contact:**
Bara Gueye
Research Associate, Drylands – IIED Senegal
www.iied.org/drylands/index.html

### 9.8 National Strategies for Sustainable Development (NSSD)

Agenda 21, agreed at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, called on all countries to introduce National Strategies for Sustainable Development. Since then, two international targets have been set: a Special Session of the UN General Assembly (Rio +5) set a target date of 2002 for NSSDs to be introduced; while the OECD/Development Assistance Committee (DAC) has set a target date of 2005 for NSSDs to be in the process of implementation.

The OECD/DAC initiative to develop policy guidance for development assistance agencies on the development and implementation of NSSDs. This project, "OECD/DAC Idr-In-Developing Country Dialogues on National Strategies for Sustainable Development", involves a review of experience with NSSDs, and other strategies for environment and development, in a number of developing countries on the basis of consultations with a range of stakeholders. It focuses in particular on the kinds of processes and conditions required to make NSSDs work in practice.

**Project Contact:**
Barry Dalal-Clayton,
Programme Director, Strategies, Planning and Assessment (SPA) Programme
www.nssd.net/

### 9.9 Participatory Approaches to Veterinary Epidemiology (PAVE)

The PAVE project is located within the Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Livelihoods Programme of IIEED. The project investigates options for using participatory appraisal in veterinary epidemiology and focuses on animal health services and information systems in pastoral areas in Africa. The project is funded by the Animal Health Programme of the Department for International Development, UK.

**Project Contact:**
Andy Catley
Research Associate, Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Livelihoods Programme
www.iied.org/agri/projects.html

### 9.10 Policy That Works for Forests and People (PTW)

This project was a three year initiative in which multidisciplinary national research teams analysed the processes that led to promising policies for forests and people in Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, India, Ghana, Zimbabwe and Costa Rica. There are also key conclusions from shorter country studies in Australia, China, Portugal, Scotland and Sweden, which are presented in an Overview report as an analysis of international forest policy processes and market instruments such as certification. Themes explored under the Policy that Works project include climate change mitigation by forestry, the NGO perspective on international forest policy processes and participation in the policy process in Grenada in the Caribbean.

**Project Contact:**
James Mayers
Programme Director, Forestry and Land Use Programme
www.iied.org/forestry/index.html

### 9.11 Shared Management of Common Property Resources in the Sahel

This project seeks to identify and implement appropriate tenure arrangements for the sustainable and equitable management of common property resources which take into account the pastoral dimension of local livelihood systems. To date, the move towards supporting the allocation of tenure rights to local groups and individuals has paid little attention to issues of equity and the fact that rural communities are often highly differentiated. Mobile groups, such as transhumant herders, who often depend on ‘village lands’, community forests and other strategic resources far from their home areas, are being left out of the process of defining how these areas should be managed. This is both threatening their livelihoods and the sustainable use of the resource base, as well as contributing to social conflict between different user groups. The project is jointly managed by SOS/Sahel/UK and IIEED Drylands Programme and it works with eight partners with operational projects in Mali, Ethiopia, Niger and Sudan. The programme is funded for three years (January 1999 – December 2001).

**Project Contact:**
Ced Hesse,
Research Associate, Drylands Programme
www.iied.org/drylands/index.html

### 9.12 Rural-Urban Linkages

Linkages between urban centres and their surrounding regions include flows of people, goods, money and other social transactions that are central to processes of rural and urban change. This project was conducted in collaboration with researchers from two Tanzanian institutions (University College for Land and Architectural Studies and the Tanzania Gender Networking Programme, a national NGO) to look specifically at the linkages and interactions between rural and urban locales with a focus on the impacts of such interactions on the livelihood strategies of those communities involved. The objectives of the study are: (a) to describe the ways in which the livelihood strategies of different groups, especially those with least access to resources, straddle the rural-urban divide; (b) to identify the main factors affecting the potential contribution of rural-urban linkages to individual and household livelihoods, and to the development of local...
1. The Participation Review

This is a flexible, semi-structured interview guide with a mapping exercise which we will use. Issues can be added as we discuss.

Tell us about the history of the project, in particular how the research agenda was developed and how partners were selected.

2. Typology of participation

In the selected project, what is your overall assessment of the type of participation taking place for project partners and for research subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of participation</th>
<th>Research partners</th>
<th>Research subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compliance: tasks are assigned, with incentives: outsiders decide agenda and direct process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation: local opinions asked, outsiders analyse and decide course of action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperation: local people work with outsiders to determine priorities; responsibility with outsiders to direct process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-learning: local people and outsiders share knowledge, create new understanding and work together to form action plans (outsider facilitation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective action: local people set own agenda, mobilise to carry out in the absence of outside initiators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Cornwall, 1995: Participatory research methods adapted from others including Pretty et al, 1995, IIED.
3. Mapping the type of participation during the research process

We will map with you the participation taking place in the selected project according to the chronology of the research process – on two separate sheets for research partners and for research subjects, if appropriate.

- For research partners:
  - Development of Research proposal
  - Preparatory phase
  - Defining Research agenda (start here)
  - Implementation
  - Dissemination/Action
  - Analysis of results

- For research subjects:
  - Development of Research proposal
  - Preparatory phase
  - Defining Research agenda
  - Implementation
  - Dissemination/Action
  - Analysis of results

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

4. Questionnaire

4.1 How did you select participatory research tools and methods? Which have you found most useful (in this project)? Were they adapted for the project? Was training incorporated?
4.2 What were the advantages/benefits of using participatory approaches with research partners? And research subjects? Were there context-specific factors?
4.3 What were the constraints and trade-offs? With research partners and with research subjects? Any context-specific factors?
4.4 What effect did the donor funding for this project have on the research process?
4.5 What kind of collaboration or participation did you have from among IIED programmes, if any?
4.6 How did the outcomes relate to the objectives of the project? Did the objectives change during the research process?
4.7 Was the project evaluated? How and what results did it have? Has there been any follow-up?
4.8 If you were to do the project again, what would you do differently? (with the benefit of hindsight?)

11. Appendix 3: Common Principles of Participatory Approaches

Despite the different ways in which participatory approaches are used, there are important common principles uniting most of them:

- A Defined Methodology and Systemic Learning Process – the focus is on cumulative learning by all the participants and, given the nature of these approaches as systems of learning and action, their use has to be participative.

- Multiple Perspectives – a central objective is to seek diversity, rather than characterise complexity in terms of average values. The assumption is that different individuals and groups make different evaluations of situations, which lead to different actions. All views of activity or purpose are heavy with interpretation, bias and prejudice, and this implies that there are multiple possible descriptions of any real-world activity.

- Group Learning Process – all involve the recognition that the complexity of the world will only be revealed through group learning. This implies three possible mixes of investigators, namely those from different disciplines, from different sectors, and from outsiders (professionals) and insiders (local people).
This appendix presents the individual project webs for mapping participation with research partners, and subjects where appropriate, in the research process. These are the results of the mapping exercise conducted during staff interviews as part of the Participation Review. The charts in the main document have been done in Excel and hence the orientation of the charts in this section is different (as they are done in Word). The charts in this appendix match those used in the original tool for the participation review. Please note that no map was developed in the Hidden Harvest project interview, thus there are only 11 maps in this appendix. Each ‘web’ maps participation in each stage of the research process relating to the following scale: 1. compliance; 2. consultation; 3. cooperation; 4. co-learning; 5. collective action, moving from the centre of the spokes outwards.

12. Appendix 4: Mapping Participation in the Research Cycle (webs)

- **Context Specific** – the approaches are flexible enough to be adapted to suit each new set of conditions and actors, and so there are multiple variants.

- **Facilitating Experts and Stakeholders** – the methodology is concerned with the transformation of existing activities to try to bring about changes which people in the situation regard as improvements. The role of the ‘expert’ is best thought of as helping people in their situation carry out their own study and so achieve something. These facilitating experts may be stakeholders themselves.

- **Leading to Sustained Action** – the learning process leads to debate about change, including confronting of the constructions of others, and this debate changes the perceptions of the actors and their readiness to contemplate action. This leads to more sophisticated and informed constructions about the world. The debate and/or analysis both defines changes which would bring about improvement and seeks to motivate people to take action to implement the defined changes. Action is agreed, and implementable changes will therefore represent an accommodation between the different conflicting views. This action includes local institution building or strengthening, so increasing the capacity of people to initiate action on their own.

12.1 Rural-Urban Interactions – Cecilia Tacoli

Research partners

Partners commented on drafts several times.

Development of Research proposal

Preparatory phase

Attempt to expand toolkit and capability of the team by drawing on Southern knowledge. IIED more involved at methodology level – others brought in (eg John Devavaram from SPEECH for PRA training).

Defining Research agenda (start here)

Analysis of Action

More IIED involvement with the analysis. IIED also accountable for quality of the findings, therefore, 2 reports planned – one for donor audience and the other for partners’ audiences.

Dissemination / Results

Budget for dissemination and action within country. Partners run final workshop (national dissemination). IIED does international dissemination. With Tanzania study, dissemination strategy discussed during development of proposal with partner.

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

Implementation

Participatory approaches to research and development in IIED: Learning from experience

12.2 AFRICAP – 4Rs – Olivier Dubois

Research partners

No IIED involvement.

Development of Research proposal

Preparatory phase

IIED as focal point

Negotiation – on admin side

Defining Research agenda (start here)

Analysis of Results

Reports were prepared by the project research teams and these were disseminated to workshop participants. However, where else the reports were sent was not monitored (weakness).

Dissemination / Results

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

Implementation

In country, all teams decided plan of work themselves without IIED. Can be a gamble – need to trust new contacts.

Participatory approaches to research and development in IIED: Learning from experience
12.3 Shared Management of Common Property Resources in the Sahel – Ced Hesse

Research partners

Development of Research proposal

Searching for funds. Regional level – IIED/SOS Sahel. At country level, project partners – developed research proposal. Some division of responsibility.

Defining Research agenda (start here)

The issue was noted in London and then information gathered.

Identified in the original project document. Each partners have different roles re. dissemination – eg radio, local languages etc.

Preparatory phase

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

Action plans developed once funding was received

Analysis of Results

Research partners’ responsibility. Ced has an overseeing role – poses questions and challenges. Working together – partners are not independent from IIED/SOS S.

Dissemination / Results

Identified in the original project document. Each partners have different roles re. dissemination – eg radio, local languages etc.

12.4 Housing Finance – Diana Mitlin

Research partners

Development of Research proposal

DM wrote the proposal and sent it round for comment, but partners agreed anyhow as they already knew that there would be space for them in the research agenda. Not contested space.

Defining Research agenda (start here)

Grew out of key group – between co-learning and collective action. Work has to satisfy mutual agendas – partners must have space to fit it with their own contexts. Part of agenda was jointly set but with space to respond more to local agendas. Common themes were agreed to.

Preparatory phase

Partners did this. No IIED involvement. DM played an advisory role where needed.

There was a meeting in the Philippines with partners to work on the methodology, key questions etc.

Implementation

Case studies – partners were responsible for local products. DM provided technical support. IIED responsible for the final report – partners input through consultation.

Dissemination / Action


Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

Analysis of Results
12.5 Evaluating Eden – Diliys Roe

**Research partners**

IIED – Barry developed the proposal, which was then subjected to a consultation process at the level of the whole project. The Regional level process was more participatory. This chart looks at two case studies – Latin America and South Asia.

**Preparatory phase**

Preparatory phase involved methodological workshops. South Asia was at co-learning level, as they already knew what they wanted to do. IIED helped research team to refine methods and facilitated the process.

**Defining Research agenda (start here)**

South Asia – between co-learning and collective action – little IIED involvement.

**Development of Research proposal**

Some regions have their own plans for dissemination. Funding problem for this at IIED. Originally, there were funds for dissemination including regional workshops, an international event, translation in to national and local languages, but the project lost money and this was the first set of activities to suffer as a result.

**Dissemination / Action**

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:

1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:

1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

**Analysis of Results**

Some regions have their own plans for dissemination. Funding problem for this at IIED. Originally, there were funds for dissemination including regional workshops, an international event, translation in to national and local languages, but the project lost money and this was the first set of activities to suffer as a result.

12.6 Access to Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge – Krystyna Swiderska

**Research partners**

IIED did the analysis but checked interpretation with research partners. Analysed the results of the case studies they had written up for the overview. This gave partners a chance to comment on the draft of the synthesis. There was a response from all of the regions, but few substantive changes were suggested. Comments came mainly in terms of language used.

**Preparatory phase**

The approach was flexible (within the overall project framework) – allowed certain degree of autonomy over the process in – country

**Development of Research proposal**

The proposal was largely developed on the basis of external consultations and priorities of NGOs and experts (although generally not the partners themselves. However, indications of interest were obtained from the countries during proposal development/design).

**Dissemination / Action**

1. For the Philippines case study, KS wrote the draft report, which was then circulated for comments from project partners.
2. For the other case studies, partners wrote the first drafts and KS commented.

Co-analysis – looking at the key lessons.

**Analysis of Results**

KS will do the final report and key lessons. This will feed into the policy process through the UK government adopting this paper as their contribution to CBD – which will give it high exposure. It will also be disseminated to all the project contacts and partners and Southern Governments, as well as those interviewed in the process. Some of the draft reports have been disseminated in country by the research partners.

NB The proposal was largely developed on the basis of external consultations and priorities of NGOs and experts (although generally not the partners themselves. However, indications of interest were obtained from the countries during proposal development/design).

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:

1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:

1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action
12.7 National Strategies for Sustainable Development (NSSD) – Barry Dalal-Clayton

Research partners

Development of Research proposal
Preparatory phase
Commitment required from developing country partners. Some IIED visits involved at this phase.

Defining Research agenda (start here)
4 [?]

Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

Implementation
4-5

Dissemination / Action

Analysis of Results

Based on the Sunningdale workshop, there was consultation with donors, but not from developing country partners (but this was based on their mandate).

IIED is doing the first draft of results and is sending out for comment. Not a consensus building exercise, but a range of people were involved to amplify materials.

RI (technical) and IIED (overall content)

12.8 Institutionalising Participatory Approaches – Michel Pimbert

Research partners

Development of Research proposal
Preparatory phase
Commitment required from developing country partners. Some IIED visits involved at this phase.

Defining Research agenda (start here)
4

Defining and redefining research agendas with partners.

Dissemination / Action

Implementation

Analysis of Results

Throughout research process there was continuous redefinition with research partners – it is difficult to see how this can be represented in this mapping tool.

The formulation of policy guidelines has been consultative. The preparation of the technical source book has come mostly from IIED input.

National and State level learning Groups did the Analysis

Research subjects

National and State level learning Groups did the Analysis

Research subjects (Mexico)
12.9 FLU, Policy That Works for Forests and People – James Mayers

**Research partners**
- India
- Costa Rica

**Preparatory phase**
- Team developed country development objectives (based on the proposal objectives) and workplan was drawn up after initial PRA and consultation. IIED helped with the development of the first draft.

**Defining Research agenda (start here)**
- Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
  1: compliance
  2: consultation
  3: cooperation
  4: co-learning
  5: collective action

**Dissemination / Action**
- First phase was between compliance and consultation – with IIED

**Analysis of Results**
- For the Costa Rica case study, this was co-learning to some extent. IIED was not directly involved much but there was constant communication, technical support and information resources supplied by IIED at this stage.

**Development of Research proposal**
- With regards to the India case study, there was space for fuller participation, although this was not taken up by the team – this was a learning process re. what is a viable team, with a good mix of skills. It is important to get this right if a project is to succeed.

---

12.10 Participatory Approaches to Veterinary Epidemiology (PAVE) – Andy Catley

**Research partners**

**Preparatory phase**
- For the Costa Rica case study, this was co-learning to some extent. IIED was not directly involved much but there was constant communication, technical support and information resources supplied by IIED at this stage.

**Defining Research agenda (start here)**
- Rate participation on each ‘spoke’ starting from the centre:
  1: compliance
  2: consultation
  3: cooperation
  4: co-learning
  5: collective action

**Implementation**
- Costa Rica

**Dissemination / Action**
- Costa Rica

**Analysis of Results**
- Costa Rica
Regarding the development of the Programme MARP, it was responding to a demand which was articulated from and by the MARP networks themselves. However, IIED links were important for initial contact.

Rate participation on each 'spoke' starting from the centre:
1: compliance
2: consultation
3: cooperation
4: co-learning
5: collective action

IIED: important role in disseminating, networking etc.